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Dependence of Distribution of Short-Lived Tracers

on Decay. A Noncompartmental Approach

In the paper by Modell and Graham (/) it was shown that the
single-compartment, well-mixedmodel isa not good predictor of
Kr-81m behavior in the lung. The authors tried to explain the
differencesbetween the experimentaldata and theoretical curves
generated from a single-compartment, well-mixedmodel by the
inhomogeneity of Kr-81m distribution and its dependence on
factors such as combinations of tidal volume and frequency and
inspiratory time, but dependenceof Kr-81m distribution on decay
wasnot discussed.To assessthe dependenceof Kr-81mdistribution
on decay only, one can simplify the problem by considering a
systemof fixedvolumeV, wherethe inputconcentrationisdenoted
by Ijn(t),the output concentration by lout(t),the amount of tracer
in the system by I(t), constant flowby F, and decay constant by
X.Then

= F- T
Jo

H(t - t')L(t') exp[-X(t - t')]dt'

WO
h(t - t')Iin(t') exp[-X(t - t')]dt' (2)

(Iin(t) = 0 for t < 0)

Where H(t) is the impulse responsefunction and h(t) is the spec
trum of transit times. Equations( 1) and (2) may be reducedto the
well-knownequation

^=F[lin(t)-Ioul(t)]-Xl(t).
dt

This, assuming thorough mixing, i.e.:

KOV =â€¢
Ioâ€žt(t)

(3)

(4)

has been used as a starting point for almost all studies with
short-livedtracers. In the caseof constant infusion(ljn isconstant)
and the steady state defined by i(t) = 0, one can combineEqs. (3)
and (4) to write:

I = â€¢Ito (5)

That is the result for a well-mixed,single-compartmentmodel,as
pointed out by Fazio and Jones (2). Using a noncompartmental
approach [Eqs. (1) and (2)], the ratio between I(t) and Ioui(t)
should be found to obtain a corrected versionof Eq. (5),

I =
A + X

lin. (6)

A =

X" e-*'h(t)dt

f"e-x'H(t)dt

Jo
For long-livedradionuclides (X = 0), A"1 reduces to

where.

(7)

(8)

where t is the mean transit time. In that case Eqs. (4) and (8) are
the same, showing that the assumption of thorough mixing is
strictly appropriate only in the steady state and with negligible
decay. That is, only in such a case is the volume of the system is
equal to the volumeof distribution of the tracers, which isdefined
by Eq. (4). For short-lived emitters such as Kr-81m, A may be
approximated by exp(-Xt) and the contribution of A may be
negligibleif Xis large. Hence from Eq. (6) weobtain the approx
imate relation:

I~â€”I (9ÃŒx'1"'

indicating a more nearly linear relationship between the amount
of tracer (or concentration at fixed volume) in the organ and the
flow for a short-lived tracer than the single-compartment, well-
mixed modeldoes.

KARIN KNESAUREK
KB "Dr. M. Stojanovic"

Zagreb, Yugoslavia
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Reply
The noncompartmental analysis by Kncsaurek represents an

alternative mathematicalapproach to explainour observationthat
Kr-81m activity compared with ventilation is more nearly linear
than is predicted usinga well-mixed,single-compartment model.
The majordifferencesare in the impulseresponsefunctionand the
spectrum of transit times that are introduced in Knesaurck's

F.quations (1) and (2). The most reasonable impulse response
function for Kr-81m activity in the lung isa simplestep function.
This wouldreduceto 1.0for t > 0 and thus wouldessentiallycancel
out of Eq. ( 1). The spectrum of transit times, however,is likelyto
be a broad function correlating with the general inhomogencily
of ventilation, which, we felt, explained the discrepancy between
our data and the single-compartmentanalysis.This may represent
a starting point for a better quantitativeapproach to the analyses
of ventilation inhomogeneity.
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Abnormal Perfusion Scan Due to Intrathoracic
Stomach and Colon

There have been previous reports in the literature of perfusion
lung scan defects caused by intrathoracic stomach (/) and
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